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Abstract

Which is more frightening for those living in a failed state: a predatory state apparatus or violent
anarchy? Rather than try to deduce an answer from first principles, or to attempt to answer this
question by soliciting information directly, this paper derives its inferences from a careful examination of
survey behaviors – especially non-response and refuse-to-answer patterns. We use a large panel survey
of data from respondents living in contemporary Mogadishu to make inferences about underlying Somali
state legitimacy using a straightforward Hobbesian metric: comparing fear of anarchy to fear of a new
order dominated by the relative winners of a violent war of attrition. Anarchy was more frightening to
our most vulnerable respondents than the specter of a strong Somali state.
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“And though of so unlimited a Power, men may fancy many evill consequences, yet the consequences of the

want of it, which is perpetuall warre of every man against his neighbor, are much worse.”

- Thomas Hobbes (1651)1

Dagaal waa ka-dare. (War is worse.)

- Somali proverb 2

Introduction

A central empirical claim in Leviathan is that the state of nature – anarchy – not only is frightening,

but that it ought to be more frightening than life in an orderly state. A critique of the Hobbesian position

– often cited with reference to Locke (1690) – is that the wrong kind of government can be as reasonable

a source of fear as no government at all. The relationship between legitimacy and the lived experience of

violent anarchy is perennially contested. Part of the reason the question remains unresolved is that empirical

testing is di�cult: only during the rare window of time that a state is emerging from a prolonged period of

violent anarchy can Hobbes’s core psychological claims be examined. Contemporary Mogadishu, the capital

city of Somalia, is a unique laboratory to assess the preferences of citizens poised on the threshold between

anarchy and the first centralized government in more than a quarter century.

This paper asks: Are the most vulnerable members of Mogadishu society more afraid of violent anarchy

or of the intentions of the centralizing state? This question is obviously relevant for ongoing peace initiatives.

But if citizens are frightened of the new government, and social scientists in league with that government ask

citizens directly for their opinions, widespread preference falsification should be expected. So rather than

try to deduce an answer from first principles, or to answer this question by soliciting information directly,

this paper derives its inferences from a careful examination of survey behaviors, especially non-response and

refuse-to-answer patterns. We show that respondent fear leaves easily-visible imprints on social data. These

imprints form the basis of our identification strategy. We derive our inferences about underlying Somali

state legitimacy by a straightforward Hobbesian metric: comparing fear of anarchy to fear of the new order.

A 2012 face-to-face survey in Mogadishu was followed by a longitudinal panel telephone survey of a

sub-sample of the initially-contacted city residents, enumerated by Somali-language enumerators in [NORTH

AMERICAN CITY] over multiple rounds in 2013 and 2014. In the third wave, conducted in the spring of
1 Hobbes (1651), 260.
2 Afrax (1994), 248, reproduced in Laitin (1999), 146.
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2014, in order to test hypotheses relevant to government legitimacy, we experimentally varied whether

respondents received a survey prime that framed recent events in the city as violent and anarchic or as state

consolidation. We then immediately asked our most sensitive survey question – whether respondents would

be willing to disclose their clan. In Somali society, clan identity is closely linked to status and has been used

as a marker for violence in the recent past, so sharing clan information is particularly sensitive. Our inference

is that refusing to answer this sensitive question can be understood as a measure of a respondent’s level of

fear during enumeration. We found that reminding a respondent of anarchic violence – both through surveys

and acute changes in security on the ground – had di�erent e�ects on survey participation depending on a

respondent’s overall level of vulnerability. The most secure members of Mogadishu society, when primed with

a reminder that the city was still violent, were more likely to reveal their clan and answer other questions

than secure members who received no treatment. Highly vulnerable Somalis receiving the “anarchy” primes

were more likely to refuse to provide their clan than highly vulnerable Somalis in the control group receiving

no prime. The “state consolidation” primes produced no significant results.

A confound to our research design is that our results may have been driven by changes in respondents’

perception of the intent of the study. The survey primes may have confirmed (or undermined) respondents’

prior beliefs about the purposes for which we were collecting data. Considering strategic survey behaviors

– operationalized through non-response and refuse-to-answer patterns – and observer e�ects at the center

of analysis is timely, given the micro-political turn in civil war studies. There are broadly-shared social

concerns about the appropriate level of individual revelation to state-employed social scientists who cannot

credibly promise that information revealed will not be used to inform social policy quite unrelated to the

stated purpose of the study. In OECD countries, these concerns tend to focus around issues like unwanted

targeted marketing and a general right to privacy. In the developing world, and particularly in “front-line

states” in the War on Terror, these debates exist in the shadow of much more high-salience concerns, such

as targeted violence. Respondent fear leaves easily-visible imprints on social data.

Our paper proceeds in five parts. In the first section, we provide a short overview of the disputed

relationship between fear and state consolidation. Our theory is that fear can induce survey reticence on

sensitive questions for the most vulnerable members of Mogadishu’s population. In the second, we explain

why we would expect questions of clan to be sensitive, and thus a good indicator of fear. In the third, we

describe the data, presents our experimental research design (random assignment of survey primes to see

which treatment induces item non-response on solicitation of clan), and our interprets empirical results. A

fourth section discusses potential confounds, and a brief final section concludes.
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1 Theory: Anarchy, Fear, & Survey Behaviors

When Thomas Hobbes (1651:186) famously posited that life in a state of nature would be “nasty,

brutish, and short," he articulated a famous argument for state legitimacy: Though good governance is

preferable to bad, even the most predatory government is always preferable to anarchy. Many subsequent

thinkers have disputed whether the preference ordering deduced by Hobbes has a basis in lived social reality.

Philosophers as diverse as John Locke (1690), Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1755) and Robert Nozik (1974) have

all questioned whether the absence of government might be preferable to unjust rule, especially for individuals

born into positions at or near the bottom of the socio-economic status hierarchy. It is a theoretical question

of preference ordering for the worst-o� in a society: Is it the case that, as Locke would suggest, good

government is preferable to anarchy, but anarchy is sometimes preferable to very bad government, or is it

closer to the truth to say that, as Hobbes would suggest, any government is preferable to violent anarchy?

A long-recognized problem is that Hobbes makes what is essentially a psychological claim that is

di�cult to test or falsify. Hobbesian-style anarchy is very di�cult to find. James Scott (2009:324) observes

that “virtually the entire globe is ‘administered space’ and the periphery is not much more than a folkloric

remnant." What is often euphemistically called “anarchy" by liberal observers might be more accurately called

“violent extortion by competing parastatal violence entrepreneurs" or “state-directed violence to terrorize

vulnerable populations."3 Moreover, even in countries experiencing civil war, anarchic violence is episodic.

Order, provided by cooperative and well-understood arrangements between state and rebel forces, is the

norm.4 The closing phases of a war fought with symmetric non-conventional tactics – colloquially failed

states, of which Somalia is an exemplar – may provide the best contemporary window into what it looks like

for civilians navigating the space between the state of nature and a consolidating state.5 There have been

many cases of civil war in weak states over the last half-century, pitting a coalition of militias claiming to

represent the state against insurgents, but only a few examples of persistent statelessness lasting for decades.

The rapid proliferation of cellular phones around the globe has made possible to solicit information

from respondents living in active war zones like Mogadishu and in low-income regions of Africa at relatively

low cost and risk.6 So why not simply make inferences by enrolling a large sample of Mogadishu citizens in a

study and asking them, directly, how they feel about the government? The answer is that the people residing
3 See Mueller (2000, 2004), Wagner (2007), 118-122.
4 Kalyvas (2006). For evidence on variation in levels and degrees of rebel governance, see Weinstein (2006), Mamphilly

(2011), Kaplan (2013) and Arjona et al. (2015). For suggestive evidence that tomorrow’s civil wars will likely be conventionalized
– with relatively stable and predictable front lines and even less “anarchy" – see Kalyvas and Balcells (2011), (2014).

5 See Kalyvas (2006), 67-68.
6 See Fitch et all (2009); Buys et al. (2009); Ayer et all (2010), Alone et all (2011), Pierskalla and Hollenbach (2013),

Grossman et all (2014).
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in war zones and authoritarian environments are analogous in important ways to hostages or prisoners. Some

subjects might feel pressure to over-state their love for Big Brother.

Modern counterinsurgency professionals have become attuned to the strategic context in which individ-

uals in conflict zones rationalize whether and with whom to share information – including with state-a�liated

foreign-funded social scientists – and it is rarely as straightforward as soliciting survey data in an Ameri-

can context. Individuals in conflict zones and semi-authoritarian environments are highly-strategic about

whether to share information, and with whom.7 A salient concern is a kind of social desirability bias that is

common in active zones of war and insurgency. Attitudes towards organized violent political actors that resist

the state “can be highly sensitive and asking about them directly is dangerous".8 This concern is magnified

under conditions of counterinsurgency, in which survey enumerators are understood to be collecting data

that will legitimate the incumbent government. Di�erentiated understandings of the benefits of taking part

in a study whose findings are likely to benefit the incumbent state is a potent source of bias and attrition.

Respondents may worry that data which is being collected by one social actor for one purpose (such as by a

U.S. research institution for famine relief) may later be put to a di�erent use (such as to create demographic

maps to target pogroms). In this setting, the choice to take part in a survey and make oneself statistically

legible through survey participation is a choice. For vulnerable populations, it may not weigh attractively

against the alternative of remaining silent and invisible.9 And while Shapiro and Weidmann (2015) seem to

suggest a widespread understanding that cellular phone communication is private and secret in a way that

benefits insurgent groups, our experience with Somalis suggests quite a di�erent set of priors. Al Shabaab

and the United States are both suspected to engage in invasive monitoring of electronic communications.10

In places like Mogadishu, talking about politics to outsiders – even on the telephone – can be frightening

and dangerous at a magnitude that has no analogy in most laboratory psychology experiments.

Hobbes and Locke make competing arguments about what civilians ought to be afraid of – either

anarchy or predatory government.11 Generating a direct measure of respondent fear, or even a very indirect

measure, is more straightforward than trying to tease apart all of the di�erent possible kinds of strategic rea-

sons for dissimulation. Compared to opaque machinations of Somali clan politics or elite coalition formation,

the study of emotions are, at first blush, relatively simple: Emotions create frames that filter information
7 Lyall, Shiraito, Imai (2015) review this literature.
8 Blair et al. (2013), 31.
9 Scott (2009), 234-7.

10 Our [NORTH AMERICAN CITY] enumerators reported widespread fears within the Somali diaspora that third-parties
listen in on telephone conversations to- and from- Mogadishu.

11 The classic Hobbesian mistake, noted Locke (1690), “. . . is to think that men are so foolish that they take care to avoid
what mischiefs can be done them by polecats and foxes, but are content, nay, think it safety, to be devoured by lions,” 163.
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selectively and have an immensely powerful ability to produce predictable behaviors. Anxiety, disgust, rage,

envy, and shame have all been shown to change how individuals perceive the world and how they make

decisions. Emotions mediate information processing, which has varied political implications (Petersen 2002,

Druckman & McDermott, 2008; Huddy, Feldman, & Weber, 2007; Just, Crigler, & Belt, 2007; Lerner et al.,

2003; Nabi, 2003; Small & Lerner, 2008; Valentino et al., 2011). Di�erent emotions have di�erent e�ects on

risk perception and behavior (Skitka, Bauman, and Mullen 2004).

Fear is the emotion of primary interest to this study. Fear is known to produce risk aversion (Lerner

and Keltner 2001).12 Exposure to violence also alters behaviors, changing risk preferences long after the

fact (Eckel, Gamal, and Wilson 2009; Voors et al. 2012; Cameron and Shah 2015).13 Recalling violence

increases individuals’ preference for certainty over uncertainty (Callen et al. 2014) and changes in behavior

are most easily observed when anxiety interacts with structural insecurity. Experimentally manipulating

survey frames is a well-understood technique for systematically assessing respondents’ susceptibility to small

alterations in the survey ritual (Grob and Sniderman 1996; Druckman 2001; Druckman and McDermott

2008). Acute fear-induced stress creates a “fight or flight” response which disrupts the normal survey ritual

in a way that leaves a detectable footprint on survey behaviors.14 The research on anxiety, poverty, and

insecurity suggests that the risk of non-response is especially high if the question asked is deemed personal

or sensitive. The literature suggests that high-anxiety settings will di�erentially increase survey reticence

for the most vulnerable respondents.15 The reticence to answer sensitive questions is evidence that the

mechanism of heightened risk aversion is operative.
12 This behavioral e�ect has been induced via selectively-recalled memories primed by researchers in a controlled experi-

mental manner (Lerner et al. 2003). See also Haegler et al. (2010); Li, Chao, and Lee (2009); Maner and Schmidt (2006);
Wagner (2001), Cri�an et al. (2009); and Maner et al. (2007).

13 Fear of violent terrorism also has a well-documented e�ect on voter psychology in well-institutionalized democracies such
as the United States and Israel (see, for example, Getmansky and Zeitzo� (2014)). The relevance of these findings to residents
of extremely fragile governance systems, like the one that seems to be consolidating in Somalia, remains unclear.

14 For research designs based on making inferences about the study population based upon non-response, “don’t know," or
“refuse-to-answer" rates, see Berinsky (2004), Berinsky & Tucker (2006) and Driscoll & Hidalgo (2014), and Jessee (2015).

15 Chronic insecurity – and anxiety correlated with poverty – cause the brain to devote a greater amount of its attention
to immediate concerns (Radel and Clement-Guillotin 2013; Yeshurun and Carrasco 1998; Anderson, Laurent, and Yantis 2011;
Carrasco, Ling, and Read 2004) in a process called cognitive tunneling (Mullainathan and Shafir 2013). Because focus is
finite, stress and fear reduce the attention that can be devoted to considering second-tier consequences of one’s actions. A
practical consequence is that individuals under very high levels of stress limit their choice-sets by relying on rote cognitive
scripts (Slamecka 1972; Nickerson 1984; MacLeod 2007). People in poverty have lower cognitive performance (Haushofer and
Fehr 2014), expend greater cognitive e�ort making decisions (Spears 2011) and demonstrate less self-control (Banerjee and
Mullainathan 2010).
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2 The Case: Foreign-Assisted Data Collection

Somalia is synonymous with violent state failure. In the absence of well-functioning formal institu-

tions, informal institutions and power structures, such as clans, become salient. Somali society delineates

and understands itself through a “segmentary lineage system,” known more colloquially as the “clan struc-

ture.”16 As such, clan lineage provides set of natural focal points for political division and conflict. Though

President Mohamed Siyaad Barre fostered clan divisions as a divide-and-rule strategy to manage the political

consequences of economic contraction and social dislocation resulting from war and famine, the collapse of

Barre’s regime in 1991 triggered a scramble for control of the central government and its capital, Mogadishu.

There have been violent pogroms every time that the capital switched hands. The result, which persists

today, was an exodus of many non-Hawiye civilians from the city, and a sorting within the city as Abgal

and Habr Gidr clans sought protection in homogenous enclaves (Kapteijns 2013, 131-191). Once a diverse

melting pot, Mogadishu became dominated by members of the Hawiye clan family.17

Since the early 1990s, the situation in Somalia has been an object lesson in the real-world possibility of

Hobbesian anarchy. Area experts have pointed to the inability of any post-Barre leader to credibly commit to

managing intra-clan distributional politics to explain the war’s persistence.18 International relations scholars

point to failure of any of the permanent five members of the United Nations Security Council to commit to

acting as the lead state in peace enforcement since UNISOM-II.19 One might also add that military meddling

occurred by a broad coalition of external powers, none of whom wanted to see the Union of Islamic Courts

(UIC) ascend to political prominence.20 A major military turning point was June 2006, when the UIC

controlled all of Mogadishu – the first unified actor to do so in 15 years. In response, rapid invasion by the

Ethiopian military in December 2006 triggered an implosion in the UIC amidst heavy fighting. Scattered

by Ethiopia’s military advance across southern Somalia (with assistance from U.S. airstrikes), UIC forces

retreated from the city. With Ethiopian forces providing security, the internationally recognized Transitional

Federal Government (TFG) relocated to Mogadishu in January 2007 after spending many years in Baidoa.
16 Laitin and Samatar (1987), 29; Kaptejins (2013), 75-7; see also Ahmed and Green (1999), 114-115; Hagmann and Hoehne

(2009), 52; Samantar (1992), 626-629; Sheik-Abdi (1977), 665-7; LeSage (2005), 15-16; Menkhaus and Prendergast (1995), 2;
Laitin (1976), 30-33. Clans provide a sense of group identity, organize sub-national distributional politics, and govern a host of
traditional intra-ethnic social and political relations and social interactions – from social welfare insurance to marriage markets.
See Lewis (1989), 574-5; Mubarak (1997); Tareke (2000), 635; Little (2003); LeSage (2005), 19; Leeson (2007), Section 2), and
Kaptejins (2013), 77-108, 131-191, 194-202).

17 While we do not believe that it is controversial to claim that the demographics of the city of Mogadishu dominated by
the Hawiye clan family, it would be extremely controversial to claim that either the de-jure or de-facto governance institutions
of the Somali state are dominated by the Hawiye clan family. We have no evidence for the latter claim.

18 Kusow (1994), 42; Kaptejins (2013), 230-240.
19 Bowden (1999), Walter (2002), 99, 157.
20 Between 1995 and 2004, all of the peace initiatives in the two Shabelle regions, which surround Mogadishu, were led by

Islamic figures, as reported in Leonard and Samantar (2013), 47. In 2000, these courts consolidated their resources and formed
the Union of Islamic Courts (UIC), which made explicit claims to provide services across clan lines.
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Security in Mogadishu then deteriorated dramatically as Ethiopian forces faced bombings and ambushes,

and eventually withdrew from the city in 2009. By this time, an extreme faction of the UIC calling itself

Al Shabaab, or “the youth,” had emerged as a powerful military force. By 2011, Al Shabaab controlled more

than half of Mogadishu. The military tide turned on 8 August 2011 when Al Shabaab unexpectedly withdrew

from Mogadishu overnight, the TFG suddenly found itself with the opportunity to control a city that had

seen only six months of stable control in the past two decades. For the first time in recent history, the United

Nations Political O�ce for Somalia (UNPOS) had a local partner with an opportunity to assert a monopoly

on legitimate violence. But the city remained a patchwork of clan-enclaves, with frequent clashes among

clan militias and a zone of open warfare on the city’s outskirts.

In 2012 – shortly after the Al Shabaab insurgent group stopped holding territory, but before the state

apparatus had firmly established control over the city – [NORTH AMERICAN UNIVERSITY] conducted

the first representative survey of Mogadishu, the capital of Somalia, in 25 years. The goal was to generate a

defensible estimate the city’s population on the assumption that the government lacked capacity to generate

a credible number on its own.21 This exercise would have been impossible if not for explicit permission

from, and coordinated cooperation with, the recognized Somali government.22 But since this cooperation

raised concerns by many study subjects that the exercise was an inaugural census that could function as a

de-facto land registry and reify contested property claims, a choice was made by the research team to not ask

respondents to reveal their clan. The baseline survey wave identified respondents from 781 households, of

which 649 agreed to participate in the study – a response rate of 83% conditional on having been contacted

and invited to take part in the study.23 The patterns of non-response and refuse-to-answer on the 2012 face-

to-face survey track relatively well onto the zone of territorial control by Al Shabaab, which is not surprising

considering that many of these civilians were exposed to government gunfire and shelling in the year prior

to the study.24 Though the face-to-face wave of the survey did not ask individuals their clan, enumerators

did ask the question “Would you be willing to consider telling us your clan in a future survey?”25 Results
21 See UNSC (2010) and UNSC (2011).
22 For methodological details on the survey, see AUTHOR and Appendix.
23 Unit non-responses may be non-random, which would bias estimates obtained from the survey. Since we have no data on

these individuals, we cannot make assumptions about the characteristics of this group or motivations for non-response. Certain
portions of the city were depopulated (free-fire zones with no static population) at the time that the survey was conducted.
There was also a widespread concern that once the data existed, even if identifiers were removed, it could be used to draw maps
of which clan families lived in what parts of the city. The most well-o� members of Mogadishu society wanted to be counted,
but the same was not always true for the worst-o� members of Mogadishu society. Importantly, however, they did not generally
decline to be surveyed at all – participation rates were high even for the worst-o� in the city. See AUTHOR CITE.

24 Clan enclaves in this territory would have no recourse in the future if they were accused of harboring Islamicist sympathies
as a pretext for driving them from their homes. So particularly for citizens living in parts of the city that used to be controlled
by the Al Shabaab insurgency, and those living in refugee and displacement camps, our prior was that questions about clan
would be resisted.

25 The exact question asked on this survey was: “We are not going to ask you about your clan, but if another survey asked
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varied starkly (See Figure 1). In the relatively-secure commercial center of Hamar Weyne, more than 70%

of respondents said they would be willing to reveal their clan – more than double the proportion of the next

highest district. In most districts once held by insurgents, none of those surveyed said they would be willing.

Figure 1 About Here

This study will operationalize this reticence by measuring non-response rates on a very high-salience

political question in Mogadishu: “What is your clan?".26 If one were going to custom-design a laboratory

to observe the e�ects of fear on survey behaviors, one would hope for a place like Mogadishu in the first

decade after the introduction of cellular telephones. Clan is known to be sensitive in this setting, providing

a focal point for distributional politics. A high level of background stress is guaranteed for residents of the

embattled city. Most our sample had been exposed to violence at some point in their lives. The survey

process itself – being called on the telephone by a Somali-language speaker claiming to be from [NORTH

AMERICA] and asking questions – is plausibly a source of acute fear. All of these characteristics of our

sample are important to our inferential strategy. All are very di�cult to replicate in convenience samples.

It may be that only in this sort of setting is it possible to find study samples qualified to assess the “Locke

vs. Hobbes" question – whether fear of anarchy or fear of the consolidating state apparatus dominates. The

normative and empirical question of interest to us was whether the consolidating state is feared by the people

at the bottom of the calcifying social status hierarchy.

Why is this question important? The Hobbesian assumption that all citizens, if they were only

su�ciently thoughtful (and knew what was good for them), ought to desire order, even if the order is

perceived by many to be unjust, is a common simplifying heuristic that privileges transnational assistance in

promoting state consolidation. It also facilitates thinking of the foreign presence that assists peace building

not as an occupation, or as supporting one of the warring sides, but as a neutral third party providing public

goods. But what is to be done if these assumptions contradict local understandings? For the war’s winners,

the kinds of actions that an liberal observer might call “predatory government" might be the optimal policy

from the point of view of the winning coalition.27 The same “foreign aid-assisted public goods” for favored

populations may be equated with “violent territorial displacement and e�ective disenfranchisement” for the

losers. A shared memory of pre-war dictatorship and divide-and-rule politics might have left reasonable
you, would you be comfortable telling them your clan?

26 See Appendix.
27 Bueno de Mesquita and Smith (2004), Bueno de Mesquita (2011), AUTHOR.
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expectations that predatory politics would resume. Much of the violence of Somali civil war was rooted in a

fear that Locke (1690) would have appreciated: fear of being forced to live in a formal hierarchy dominated

by a strong, predatory, rival social group.28 In summary, both of the following hypothesis are plausible:

Hobbesian Legitimacy Hypothesis: High-vulnerability residents of the capital city of a failed state

will be more afraid, and thus less likely reveal sensitive information, after they are reminded that

the city remains violent and anarchic.

Lockean ‘Fear of the Leviathan’ Hypothesis: High-vulnerability residents of the capital city of a

failed state will be more afraid, and thus less likely reveal sensitive information, after they are

reminded that the governance of city is consolidating.

3 Assessing The Sources of Fear: A Survey Experiment

Assessing Hobbesian Legitimacy requires identifying the underlying source of fear. The research design

in this paper exploits the fact that fear a�ects survey behaviors in predictable and well-documented ways.

For highly vulnerable subjects of this study, questions that would be completely innocuous in other contexts

– such as “What is your family name?” or “How many people live here?" – can, in places like Mogadishu,

induce fear. The fear manifests as survey non-response or attrition (hanging up the phone and refusing to

continue participating in the study), especially on politically-sensitive questions. We use non-response on

an extremely sensitive question – “What is your clan?" – as our measurement tool. Our theory posits a

relationship between the emotional state of the subject (fear) and a binary behavioral outcome (refusal to

answer the question “What is your clan?") via a well-studied mechanism (heightened risk aversion).

3.1 Experimental Design & Variable Measurement

Political scientists have rediscovered, and are refining, a number of survey design techniques that can

be used to obtain more accurate data from populations that are reluctant to share sensitive information if

asked directly.29 On the other hand, even the best methods have important limitations when it comes to

soliciting sensitive data from populations that live with chronic insecurity, do not particularly want to be

studied, and that hate (or, at a minimum, distrust the motives behind foreign assistance to) the incumbent
28 See Laitin (1999), 151-2.
29 See Beath, Christia, and Enikolopov (2013); Bullock, Imai and Shapiro 2011; Blair et al. (2013); Lyall et al. (2013);

Blair, Imai, and Lyall (2014).
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state.30 Somalis who harbor strong hostility towards the government and are very sympathetic to the Al

Shabaab insurgency are probably under-represented in our data. But if these concerns about observer e�ects

can be examined empirically by assessing variation in compliance with a survey itself. If hostility towards

a foreign-assistance backed government is treated as a continuous variable rather than a binary variable,

randomly-assigned changes that occur within the study environment that stoke or mollify underlying levels

of anti-state hostility can be highly-informative.

When asked at the end of the 2012 face-to-face survey whether the respondent would be willing

to agree to a follow-up survey, 252 (39% of the sample) responded positively and provided their phone

numbers.31 These numbers were called via Skype by fluent Somali-language enumerators from the [NORTH

AMERICAN CITY] community in the spring of 2013 (Wave 2), in the spring of 2014 (Wave 3), and the

finally in the fall of 2014 (Wave 4). Despite having gone to unusual lengths to acquire an initial sample of

Mogadishu telephone numbers that was defensibly representative, between non-random patterns of study

attrition, non-random patterns of cell-phone battery failure, and SIM-card swaps, our sample is probably

best described as a convenience sample of Mogadishu residents. We rely upon an argument internal validity,

based on randomly-assigned treatments, for all of the inferences that we report in this paper for this reason.32

Most of data that we will analyze in this paper are from Wave 3, but to increase the size of the control

group in certain specifications we sometimes pool data from Waves 3 and 4, treating each respondent as an

independent observation.33 The main potential bias that this introduces is an overall lower vulnerability

than would otherwise be the case, since life in Mogadishu was improving over time (according to our sample).

But having random assignment of treatments in Wave 3, with a larger number of relatively well-o� Somalis

in the control group (pooled across Wave 3 and Wave 4), should only bias against findings.

Table 1 About Here

This study is predicated on the hypothesis is that under conditions of acute anxiety, the analogy be-

tween the survey ritual and a “conversation at random" disintegrates.34 In a conversation the power dynamic
30 See Berinsky (2004); Gaines, Kurlinski, and Quirk (2007); and AUTHOR.
31 The exact text of the question was: “Are you willing to participate in a follow-up study that would send you questions

via SMS? You would receive compensation such as phone credit.” Part of the explanation for the delay between the face-to-face
survey and first contact via telephone is a number of failed attempts to engineer legally acceptable strategies to honor this
promise of compensation, but due to changes in U.S. Treasury laws ultimately we could not. Consent scripts in Waves 2, 3,
and 4 made clear to respondents that there would be no compensation whatsoever for their participation.

32 See Appendix.
33 This means that some individuals appear in our data twice, once in Wave 3 and once in Wave 4, under certain conditions.

Table 1 and the Appendix show balance and summary statistics for the two samples.
34 A useful discussion of the survey ritual in ideal form, as a “conversation at random" can be found in Converse and

Schuman (1974).
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between interviewer and interviewee is horizontal and symmetrical. For high-vulnerability individuals taking

the survey in Mogadishu, a telephone call from [NORTH AMERICAN CITY] is likely to introduce a clearer

power asymmetry: They understand the survey enumerator is safe and distant, and may infer that the data

being collected is somehow happening in the service of a state (and not necessarily the Somali state). A

superior in a socio-political hierarchy is requesting answers, and a subordinate subject is providing them.

People are more likely to comply obediently to survey prompts when the person issuing the orders is seen

as legitimate – a potential confound that we will revisit in detail below.35

The other important assumption is that heightened anxiety will di�erentially a�ect the survey par-

ticipation rates of high-vulnerability Somali respondents and low-vulnerability Somali respondents. Our

sample includes respondents in both groups. The empirical strategy leverages random assignment of high-

anxiety conditions via survey primes. The experimental treatment frames – one emphasizing anarchy, one

emphasizing state consolidation (both of which might be fear-inducing to the subjects, and we had no strong

theoretical priors as to which was more-so), and the control group – were distributed randomly across survey

participants, assuring internal validity. Rough balance across subsamples can be observed in Table 2.

Table 2 About Here

The survey experiment came near the end of the survey to avoid influencing responses to the survey

questions we were using to construct the vulnerability index described earlier. Treatment was randomly

assigned for all 252 phone number prior to placing any calls. We informed approximately 2/3 of the respon-

dents: “In this survey, we are interested in how the existence of [a central Somali government / ongoing

lawlessness] is a�ecting citizens’ quality of life.” A control group, approximately 1/3 of the survey partici-

pants, was given no prime at all. Afterwards, respondents were asked directly if they would be willing to

provide their clan name, and, if they assented, proceeded to ask them to provide the name of their clan. We

use unwillingness to provide clan a�liation as the measure of survey reticence in this experiment.

Though fear is the outcome of theoretical interest, it is only measured indirectly: the research design

requires the inferential leap that “don’t know” or “refuse to answer” behaviors indicate fear. Ideally a more

direct measure of fear would have been solicited to cross-validate our dependent variable. As a second-best
35 Milgram (1963:317): “Obedience is the psychological mechanism that links individual action to political purpose. It is

the dispositional cement that binds men to systems of authority. . . . [F]or many persons obedience may be a deeply ingrained
behavior tendency, indeed, a prepotent impulse overriding training in ethics, sympathy, and moral conduct." His experimental
research revealed an extremely strong “tendency to obey those whom we perceive to be legitimate authorities." And as Hobbes
(1651:188) himself noted, “The passions that encline men to Peace, are Feare of Deathe . . . And Reason . . . ." See also Chapters
XIII-XVI generally.
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strategy, we rely on experimental treatments in order to eliminate myriad of alternative possible explanations

for non-response or refusal to answer by highly-vulnerable Somalis. In an observational study without

random assignment of primes, the refusal of vulnerable citizens to name their clan could easily be driven by

demographic characteristics of neighborhoods or respondents shame of admitting membership in a low-status

clan, rather than fear.36 Our design mitigates this concern.

Fear of revealing one’s clan is not equally acute for the entire sample. The low welfare members of

our sample are more likely to lack political protection and representation. They are thus be more likely to

be susceptible to our treatments operating through the mechanism of fear. For this reason, the analysis that

follows focuses heavily on interaction e�ects. Our theoretical prior is that psychological priming of insecurity

– reminders of anarchy or of a central Somali government – di�erentially a�ect a subject’s reticence to reveal

sensitive information depending on his or her underlying level of vulnerability. Acute insecurity (exposure to

localized violence) and chronic vulnerability (extreme poverty) were unevenly distributed across Mogadishu

at this time. To quantify vulnerability, we created an index that incorporates four dimensions of economic

vulnerability and insecurity tracked by the survey: two measures of service availability (electricity and no

street cleaning) and two measures of violence (heard gunfire and heard street fighting).37 Higher scores

on the index correspond to increased insecurity. For robustness, we operationalize vulnerability with two

self-reported binary indicators, perceived improvements in security and displacement.38

3.2 Main Results

Table 3 displays the results of three logistic regressions with refusal to name one’s clan as the dependent

variable. Enumerator fixed e�ects are used in all of our regressions to eliminate the statistically-significant

e�ect of the di�erence between enumerators who were completely fluent in “High Somali” and one enumerator

(“Abdi”) whose Somali was heavily accented, Americanized, and colloquial.

Table 3 About Here

Before experimental treatments or interaction e�ects are considered, there was little clear correlation

between vulnerability and willingness to name one’s clan in any of the model specifications, though, counter
36 In the absence of experimental controls, knowing which emotion is “doing the work" of altering behavior, especially

studies related to social norms and their violation, is quite complicated in observational settings. Elster (1989), 61-70, 113-123.
37 Electricity was coded 0 for “no electricity," .5 for “some electricity" (more than 2 hours per day but less than 12 hours),

and 1 for more than 12 hours of electricity. Other variables are binary, so the scale runs from 0-4 at .5 increments.
38 Based on the questions: “Think back to this same time last year. Do you think you are more or less secure than you

were then?” and “Are you currently displaced?”
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to our priors, displaced citizens seemed more willing to share their clan on balance. The analysis of exper-

imental primes yields far more support for the Hobbesian Legitimacy Hypothesis than the Lockean ‘Fear of

the Leviathan’ Hypothesis. Though the pure treatment e�ect for the anarchy prime is inconsistent across

specifications, it is not obvious that there was any e�ect at all from including the consolidation prime.

Reminders of anarchy made respondents more likely to share their clan on average. Analysis of

interaction e�ects paints a more nuanced picture: The anarchy prime increased the probability that very

secure and well-o� members of Mogadishu society would reveal their clan and decreased the probability

for the least secure and worst-o� members of Mogadishu society. It is likely the most well-o� citizens in

Mogadishu, whose relatives are more likely to have have been the ones benefitting from the capture of the

state apparatus, feel protected by their clan identities.39 Members of our sample for whom the Vulnerability

Index is very high are more likely to be members of marginal clans. Recall that the Vulnerability Index

runs from zero to four, measured at half-point intervals, and the regression shows the change for a single

integer of movement; therefore, the interaction e�ects of a large Vulnerability Index shift more than o�sets

the initial increase in probability of revelation.

If there are behavioral e�ects of fear that can be detected statistically, we expected they would be

found among the most vulnerable respondents in our sample, since these were the respondents least likely

to see their interests represented by or aligned with with the interests of the emerging state. Our favored

interpretation, therefore, leans heavily on interaction e�ects. One binary indicator of welfare, the displaced

variable, preforms in largely the same way: Displaced members of society seem broadly more willing to share

their clan in some, but not all, model specification. However, the interaction e�ects suggest that individuals

that are displaced are far more likely to refuse to name their clan under the anarchy frame. Conversely, the

most secure members of our sample were more willing to provide sensitive clan information after the same

anarchy treatments that made the least secure members of our sample less willing to provide sensitive clan

information.

Variation in respondent fear is the most plausible mechanism for this gap in survey response reticence.

Revealing one’s clan is probably more risky for highly vulnerable populations. It may also be the case that

the “anarchy" prime was only frightening to highly vulnerable populations, and induced a di�erent emotion

– possibly pride – among the most secure parts of the sample. Moreover, relatively secure respondents might

see the government (and the social scientists collecting its data) as a likely agent of their interests that can

be trusted with clan data. For these well-o� respondents, fear might induce compliant survey behaviors
39 Note that we are not fully confident in this assertion because we do not know the clans of the fearful citizens that refuse

to provide it.
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(discussed in section 4 below). The anarchy prime seems to have made well-o� Somalis more willing to share

clan data and marginal Somalis less willing.

One of the three operationalizations of insecurity – the binary variable for “no perceived security gain"

– did not reach standard levels of statistical significance. Noteworthy here is that perception is not uniformly

distributed. Only a small number of respondents reported no security change (20%). When interacted with

a prime there was only a very small treatment group to anchor inferences. It ought also be admitted that

interpreting interaction e�ects between two variables (the anarchy frame and our measures of vulnerability, in

this case) is fraught. But in another respect, our central result is quite straightforward and easy to interpret:

The state consolidation frame (“a central Somali government”) produced no results, and the anarchy frame

produced a discernible behavioral response. Our interpretation is that vulnerable subjects became more

cagey about revealing their clan due to fear, though alternative possibilities are presented below. There is

no analogous evidence that ‘Fear of the Leviathan’ was present in our Mogadishu sample.

4 Confounds: Observer E�ects & Alternative Mechanisms

We expect the well-o� to be relatively willing to provide information on their clan identity in general,

and also for the less-well-o� to be more susceptible to fear primes and more sensitive about revealing this

information. Random assignment of primes cuts through certain endogeniety problems, but if the most

well-o� members of Mogadishu society are both more willing to answer questions on their clan and less

susceptible to fear, this would explain the statistical significance of the interaction term without reference

to our theory. But note that taking this into account provides no purchase at all on the question of why the

ongoing lawlessness prime has a discernable e�ect and the state consolidation prime does not.

Other than fear, there are many plausible explanations for not answering a sensitive survey question.40

Again: The finding is not a refusal to answer a sensitive survey question. Our finding is that a few stray

words, randomly assigned, reminding subjects of anarchy increases the non-response rate on a question that

would be sensitive for highly-vulnerable members of Mogadishu society, while reminders of state consolidation

had no e�ect on survey behaviors. What other mechanisms could explain this narrow empirical regularity?

One alternative interpretation of the data is that the clan question was driven by Somali nationalism.

From 1969-1988, the regime of Siyaad Barre reaped the benefits of great nationalist support by declaring clan

names as elements of a feudal past and forbidding their use. If these beliefs were prevalent in the sample, it
40 Lack of a�ect in multi-ethnic settings; alienation or boredom; strategic non-response due to social desirability bias.
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is plausible that the anarchy primes somehow interacted with the vulnerability index to activate a swelling

of nationalist pride (similar in relevant respects to a “rally ’round the flag” treatment). This interpretation

is troubling for our theory because if the emotional mechanism driving a refusal to answer were pride and

not fear, it would turn our interpretation of legitimacy on its head.

Qualitative investigation suggests that there were very few sincere nationalists in our sample.41 Anec-

dotally, the telephone behaviors of the non-responders is also inconsistent with this theory. In no case did

an enumerator report a case of a respondent becoming angry and saying anything like “We have no clans;

we are all Somali," which would be consistent with this alternative hypothesis. What we received were

more accurately described as cautious or agitated contextual clues to the reason for non-response – blunt

statements such as “No way" and “F— your survey."42

Table 4 & 5 About Here

These responses suggest an alternative hypothesis di�erential non-response was triggered by some

combination of negative emotions – perhaps disgust, resentment, anger or even hatred – directed at the

research team. The interpretation above assumes that the anarchy priming triggered a flood of memories

mediated by life experiences in Mogadishu. But it is also plausible that the anarchy priming triggered an

emotional response that was hostile to the motivations of the research. Throughout the data collection

process, we made it clear in lengthy IRB scripts that our study was conducted by a university (independent

of government money) and was primarily aimed at collecting information for science and humanitarian

relief planning. In the third wave of telephone callbacks, respondents were asked the open-ended question

“According to your understanding, who asked us to conduct this survey?” Results are in Table 4, which

makes clear that not everyone was certain we were telling them the truth when we announced ourselves

as apolitical university researchers. The treatments may have e�ectively reminded subjects of the parallel

security-related justification for collecting these kinds of data.

In this alternative account, the mechanism is still fear, but not exactly fear of anarchy – rather it is

fear that anarchy will be used instrumentally to justify foreign assistance to fund police surveillance and buy

local allies for the War on Terror. Perhaps prior to the anarchy prime there was an assumption, reinforced

by multiple consent scripts, that o�shore social scientists were trying to help, or, at a minimum, providing

voluntary labor in an e�ort to incentivize good government and constrain Somali state predation against
41 If our sample included data from outside of Mogadishu – like the Isaaq areas in the federalist North – this confound

would be a more serious concern.
42 Direct quotes from interviews conducted on 12/6/2014 and 12/13/2014.
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the vulnerable. Among the extremely vulnerable in Mogadishu – the ones most likely to be skeptical that

the data could be used against them – the anarchy prime may have deflated this hope, yielding anger and a

refusal to cooperate. Compliant survey behaviors may have been predicated on the theory that the Somalis

living in the diaspora were Lockean in their preference orderings. When the survey experiment “revealed"

that they were actually Hobbesians, perhaps the desire to participate declined. The mechanism driving the

non-response would still be emotional in this account, but it would be based on a lack of a�ect between the

enumerator and the enumeratee, not a “fight or flight" response.

This alternative interpretation of the data is vexingly consistent with trends in the overall data.

The initial goal of the survey was a credible population count for the city to facilitate humanitarian relief

planning. Working with local partners and government permission, teams traveled throughout the contested

city to enumerate a short survey at subjects’ homes. But it must have been clear to respondents that the

data collection e�ort was only happening because donor constituencies – some coalition of university actors,

the U.S. government, the United Nations, DIFID, and the World Bank – were providing surrogate state

capacity to the embattled Somali government. And while subjects were perfectly informed – every telephone

survey began with a lengthy IRB-approved script – it is plausible that the subset of our research subjects

that continued to harbor doubts about the “real” purpose for the survey were less likely to provide their

clan. Table 5 shows four di�erent logit regressions on the Wave 3 sample with the same dependent variable

as in the main results above (reticence to reveal one’s clan). The results suggest our favored mechanism.

Controlling for uncertainty about our role as enumerators, the anarchy prime still holds among the city’s most

vulnerable. Heightened risk-aversion as a result of fear is likely driving non-response on the clan question.

But it is also likely that some of the fear was generated by uncertainty about the intentions of our research.

The theory that di�erentiated understandings of our study could be doing all of the work in explaining our

experimental results – that the worst-o� members of Somali society were less likely to provide data after the

anarchy prime for reasons that had nothing to do with fear of anarchy and everything to do with suspicion

of why they were being interviewed in the first place – speaks to more programmatic concerns about survey

experiments in general, such as their overall artificiality and perceived lack of external validity.43

43 This concern is particularly salient in studies of war and violence. See AUTHOR. Though space constraints prevent a
full discussion in this space, it should be noted that when we leveraged an unusual natural experiment – a major attack on the
Somali Parliament that occurred on the last day of the third wave of our telephone survey – which “treated" a randomly-selected
set of telephone interviewees with a much more realistic reminder of violent anarchy, the core result ran against the grain of
the findings we report in this paper. Acute fear of real-world anarchy produced compliant aggregate behaviors on telephone
surveys (operationalized as fewer “I Don’t Know" or “Refuse To Answer" responses by highly-vulnerable respondents on bomb
day). Since most the questions on the survey instrument were not nearly as sensitive as “what is your clan," we operationalize
compliance as a respondents’ willingness to volunteer intelligence over the telephone. Our n was too small to analyze the e�ect
of the survey experiment on the sub-sample that was also “treated" with the attack on the Somali Parliament to compare
e�ects. This is an intriguing frontier for future research.
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5 Conclusion

This paper contributes to the discipline’s understandings of fear and legitimacy. By using survey

non-response to measure fear, and using fear as a measure of overall state legitimacy, we have contributed

to a gradual process of empirically testing Hobbesian arguments. As their state began to exit from two

decades of anarchy between 2012 and 2014, were the most vulnerable members of Mogadishu society more

afraid of violent anarchy or more afraid of the intentions of a centralizing state providing domestic order

with clear winners and losers? Our results suggest the former. The absence of evidence is not evidence of

absence, of course, but there were easily-observable behavioral changes to survey participation when passing

references to anarchy were included in the instrument and no behavioral changes when state centralization

was mentioned. The study results could be read to suggest a Hobbesian political argument for Somali state

legitimacy, in that anarchy seems to be much more frightening to our most vulnerable respondents than the

specter of a strong state. Alternative implications are obviously feasible, but fear induced by one treatment,

and not the other, is our favored interpretation of the data trends.

Methodologically, we have also demonstrated that hostility by the study population is not an insur-

mountable research barrier, so long as missing data is interpreted and not ignored. All of the inferences

reported in this paper in fact, are drawn from the careful investigation of set of a behaviors that would

usually generate noisy or missing data and, via list-wise deletion, simply be excluded from a standard obser-

vational study. We have shown that, when combined with an appreciation of local nuance, non-participation

can be used to extract a highly-informative signal about the legitimacy of the state and perceptions of the

legitimacy of the study. Non-response patterns, combined with randomly-assigned survey primes, can be

used to make inferences about the distribution of beliefs that give rise to fear. We easily found evidence

consistent with fear of anarchy. We could not find evidence consistent with fear of a centralizing state. For

Somalis these results are, perhaps, cause for cautious optimism.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics For Survey Respondents

(Wave 3) (Wave 4)

mean sd mean sd

Vulnerability (0-4) 1.67 1.01 1.24 1.00
Gunfire Last Week 0.73 0.45 0.33 0.47
Fight Last Week 0.19 0.39 0.11 0.32
Hours Electricity 11.10 11.21 12.84 11.15
Street Cleaned 0.73 0.44 0.66 0.48
Female 0.52 0.50 0.52 0.50
Displaced 0.57 0.50 0.65 0.48
Lived Here Last Year 0.73 0.47 - -
Age 34.73 12.64 - -
Household Size 10.55 5.71 - -
No Perceived Security Gain 0.25 0.43 0.25 0.44
RTA Clan ID 0.27 0.45 0.35 0.48

Observations 123 124

-Vulnerability Index is a sum the following measures:

Gunfire, Street Fight, No Street Cleaning, and No/Some/Full Electricity.

-No Security Gain is binary coding of the question: ”Think back to this

same time last year. How does the security situation now compare to

the situation back then?” 0 = ”Better now”; 1 = ”Same” or ”Worse now”

-RTA Clain ID measures ”No” responses to the question:

”Are you comfortable telling us your clan?”
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Table 2: Balance Table of Survey Respondents

(Consolidation) (Control) (Anarchy)

mean sd mean sd mean sd

Female 0.62 0.49 0.42 0.50 0.52 0.51
Displaced 0.62 0.49 0.44 0.50 0.65 0.48
Gunfire Last Week 0.72 0.46 0.68 0.47 0.79 0.42
Fight Last Week 0.16 0.37 0.28 0.45 0.14 0.35
Hours Electricity 10.05 11.11 14.25 11.21 9.33 10.97
Street Cleaned 0.85 0.37 0.66 0.48 0.71 0.46
Vulnerability (0-4) 1.58 0.98 1.62 1.12 1.77 0.94
No Perceived Security Gain 0.30 0.46 0.24 0.43 0.22 0.42

Observations 39 40 43
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Table 3: Level of Reticence (Clan Non-Response), by Anarchy Prime and Vulnerability

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

RTA Clan ID
Vulnerability (0-4) -0.248 -0.298 -0.252 -0.226

(0.35) (0.40) (0.18) (0.20)

Anarchy Frame -2.004⇤ -0.297 -1.422 -3.089⇤⇤ -2.217⇤⇤ -0.464 -1.677⇤⇤ -2.687⇤⇤

(1.14) (0.58) (0.89) (1.36) (1.00) (0.47) (0.82) (1.13)

Vulnerability X Anarchy 1.138⇤⇤ 1.108⇤ 1.034⇤⇤ 0.935⇤

(0.55) (0.62) (0.46) (0.51)

Consolidation Frame -0.049 0.022 -0.439 1.237 -0.401 -0.238 -0.868 0.996
(0.97) (0.59) (0.74) (1.28) (0.80) (0.51) (0.67) (1.17)

Vulnerability X Consolidation -0.221 -0.959 -0.223 -1.156
(0.58) (1.01) (0.48) (0.93)

No Perceived Security Gain -0.395 0.183 -0.350 0.067
(0.92) (1.05) (0.44) (0.48)

No Security Gain X Anarchy 0.947 -0.387 0.493 -0.568
(1.24) (1.48) (0.93) (1.11)

No Security Gain X Consolidation 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(.) (.) (.) (.)

Displaced -1.061 -0.740 -0.660⇤ -0.388
(0.80) (0.88) (0.36) (0.39)

Displaced X Anarchy 2.676⇤⇤ 1.783 2.057⇤⇤ 1.097
(1.18) (1.30) (0.94) (1.01)

Displaced X Consolidation 0.674 0.138 0.362 0.343
(1.10) (1.42) (0.86) (1.19)

Panel Respondents -0.159 0.108 -0.012 -0.014
(0.36) (0.36) (0.34) (0.39)

Constant -1.120 -0.997⇤ -0.848 -0.684 -0.297 -0.589 -0.225 -0.226
(0.74) (0.54) (0.55) (0.79) (0.49) (0.43) (0.42) (0.53)

Observations 116 104 120 100 237 223 243 216
Pseudo R2 0.063 0.016 0.054 0.115 0.074 0.035 0.071 0.083
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Table 4: Respondents’ Report of Survey Team’s A�liation
(Open-Ended Question)

Frequency Percent

University 35 28.69
Somali Government 4 3.28
US Government 12 9.84
United Nations 0 0.00
NGO 40 32.79
Don’t Know 31 25.41

Total 122 100.00

Table 5: Level of Reticence (Clan Non-Response), by Potential Sources of Fear

(1) (2) (3) (4)

RTA Clan ID
Do not know survey a�liation 1.047⇤⇤ 0.941⇤ 0.785

(0.47) (0.51) (0.53)

Anarchy Frame 0.142 -2.004⇤ -1.895
(0.53) (1.14) (1.17)

Governance Frame -0.194 -0.049 -0.201
(0.56) (0.97) (0.99)

Vulnerability Wave 3 0.085 -0.248 -0.258
(0.23) (0.35) (0.36)

Vulnerability Wave 3 X Anarchy 1.138⇤⇤ 1.119⇤⇤

(0.55) (0.56)

Vulnerability Wave 3 X Consolidation -0.221 -0.044
(0.58) (0.59)

Constant -1.598⇤⇤⇤ -1.904⇤⇤⇤ -1.120 -1.415⇤

(0.43) (0.71) (0.74) (0.78)

Observations 122 116 116 116
Pseudo R2 0.039 0.040 0.063 0.080
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